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Abstract

Neurotrauma and neurodegenerative disease often result in lasting neurological deficits due to the limited capacity of the central nervous system
(CNS) to replace lost neurons and regenerate axonal pathways. However, during nervous system development, neuronal migration and axonal
extension often occur along pathways formed by other cells, referred to as "living scaffolds". Seeking to emulate these mechanisms and to
design a strategy that circumvents the inhibitory environment of the CNS, this manuscript presents a protocol to fabricate tissue engineered
astrocyte-based "living scaffolds". To create these constructs, we employed a novel biomaterial encasement scheme to induce astrocytes
to self-assemble into dense three-dimensional bundles of bipolar longitudinally-aligned somata and processes. First, hollow hydrogel micro-
columns were assembled, and the inner lumen was coated with collagen extracellular-matrix. Dissociated cerebral cortical astrocytes were then
delivered into the lumen of the cylindrical micro-column and, at a critical inner diameter of <350 µm, spontaneously self-aligned and contracted
to produce long fiber-like cables consisting of dense bundles of astrocyte processes and collagen fibrils measuring <150 µm in diameter yet
extending several cm in length. These engineered living scaffolds exhibited >97% cell viability and were virtually exclusively comprised of
astrocytes expressing a combination of the intermediate filament proteins glial-fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), vimentin, and nestin. These
aligned astrocyte networks were found to provide a permissive substrate for neuronal attachment and aligned neurite extension. Moreover, these
constructs maintain integrity and alignment when extracted from the hydrogel encasement, making them suitable for CNS implantation. These
preformed constructs structurally emulate key cytoarchitectural elements of naturally occurring glial-based "living scaffolds" in vivo. As such,
these engineered living scaffolds may serve as test-beds to study neurodevelopmental mechanisms in vitro or facilitate neuroregeneration by
directing neuronal migration and/or axonal pathfinding following CNS degeneration in vivo.

Video Link

The video component of this article can be found at https://www.jove.com/video/55848/

Introduction

The central nervous system (CNS) has a limited capacity to counteract the loss and/or dysfunction of neurons and axonal pathways that
accompany conditions such as traumatic brain injury (TBI), stroke, spinal cord injury (SCI), and neurodegenerative disease1,2,3,4,5. Neurogenesis
in the CNS is restricted to a limited number of areas in the brain, hampering the restoration of lost neurons6,7. Additionally, regeneration
of lost axonal pathways in the CNS is insufficient due to the lack of directed guidance, the presence of outgrowth inhibitors, and reactive
astrogliosis following damage to neural tissue2,8,9,10. Astrocytes typically have diverse functions in assisting neurons with ion homeostasis,
neurotransmitter clearance, synapse formation, and neurovascular coupling11. Nevertheless, following even mild damage to neural tissue,
astrocytes may undergo molecular, structural, and functional changes as they transition to a hypertrophic state11. In response to severe
neurotrauma, these changes result in the formation of a scar with a penumbra containing migrating reactive astrocytes and a lesion core that
includes leukocytes leaked from the ruptured blood-brain barrier (BBB), microglia, oligodendrocytes, and fibroblasts11,12,13. These reactive
astrocytes attain a morphology of filamentous, disorganized processes and exhibit increased expression of intermediate filament proteins
and chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans (CSPGs), which hinder neural regeneration12. Even though the glial scar initially helps restore BBB
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integrity and avoid transmission of the inflammatory response to surrounding healthy tissue, it serves as a physical and biochemical barrier
against axon regeneration12,14,15,16. For instance, axons that encounter the glial scar display bulbous dystrophic growth cones and stunted
growth12. Furthermore, the disorganization of astrocytic processes after injury impedes the extension of regenerating axons17. The outcome
of these inhibitory characteristics is manifested in the often-permanent physical and neurological impairments that patients suffer after severe
neurotrauma, including TBI and SCI.

Regardless of the extrinsic challenges facing functional regeneration in the CNS, axons have been shown to possess an intrinsic ability to
regenerate. For instance, the dynamic nature of the dystrophic growth cones in contact with the glial scar suggests that these endings retain
their capacity to extend12. Consequently, it is believed that a main hindrance to axonal re-growth is the inhibitory environment of the post-injury
CNS and that providing a more permissive environment via reducing glial scarring and/or providing regenerative bridges across the scar would
be advantageous. Indeed, previous studies have demonstrated that CNS neurons were capable of extending axons through a lesion using
peripheral nerve grafts as bridges, which present a more favorable environment for axon regeneration12,18,19. Several other strategies have been
pursued to exploit this vestigial regenerative capacity. For example, manipulation of cell growth signaling pathways in various injury models has
resulted in axonal regeneration and glial scar reduction10,20,21. Additionally, studies have shown that treatment with chondroitinase ABC, which
cleaves the majority of the sugar chains in CSPGs, lessens the inhibitory effect of CSPGs secreted by reactive astrocytes22. Despite encouraging
results, these approaches do not provide directed guidance of growth cones, which can potentially result in aberrant regeneration12, and also
do not account for the loss of neurons. Cell-based approaches have been utilized in attempts to surmount the effects of the glial scar and to
replenish lost cells, particularly neurons. Some groups have dedifferentiated reactive astrocytes into neurons, while others have transplanted
neural progenitor cells into CNS lesions to repopulate the injury area and promote axon regeneration23,24,25. However, stem cell transplantation
alone is limited by low survival rates, poor integration, and modest retention in the damaged tissue5. Furthermore, these cell-based strategies fail
to restore long-distance axonal tracts, especially in a controlled manner. Therefore, biomaterials in combination with other approaches are being
explored as delivery vehicles for various neural and progenitor cells and growth factors26. Biomaterial-based approaches feature a high degree
of design control to produce constructs that mimic the specific physical, haptotaxic, and chemotaxic cues present in the three-dimensional
(3D) microenvironment of the target host tissue27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34. Reproduction of these environmental signals is paramount for transplanted
cells to present native-like morphology, proliferation, migration, and signaling, among other neurobiological characteristics29. Despite these
advantageous properties, advancement beyond traditional cell seeded biomaterial scaffolds is required to simultaneously promote directed long-
distance axonal regeneration and replace lost neurons.

A promising alternative approach is based on neural tissue engineered "living scaffolds", which are distinct from other cell-based approaches due
to the presence of living neural cells with a preformed cytoarchitecture that emulates native neuroanatomy and/or developmental mechanisms
to facilitate targeted replacement, reconstruction, and regeneration of neural circuitry4,35. Considerations for the design of living scaffolds
include the phenotypes and sources of neural cells, as well as the mechanical/physical properties and the biochemical signals dictated by the
composition of any accompanying biomaterials35. After fabrication in vitro, these living scaffolds can be implanted in vivo to present cell-adhesion
molecules and chemotactic and neurotrophic signals to actively regulate neural cell migration and axon outgrowth depending on the state and
progression of regenerative processes35. Glial cells can serve as a basis for the engineered cytoarchitecture of living scaffolds since these cells
mediate various developmental mechanisms in vivo. During brain development, new neurons rely on basal processes extended by radial glia
from the ventricular zone towards the developing cortical plate as living scaffolds for directed migration36,37. Furthermore, extending growth
cones are shown to orient themselves by sensing attractive and repellent signals elicited by glial guidepost cells, and so-called "pioneering"
axons are suggested to reach the correct targets by extending along pre-patterned glial scaffolds35,38,39. Thus, glial cells are necessary for the
guidance of pioneering axons, which later serve as axon-based "living scaffolds" to direct the projection of "follower" axons. Moreover, glia-
mediated growth mechanisms have been shown to persist postnatally, as neuroblasts follow the rostral migratory stream (RMS) to navigate
from the subventricular zone (SVZ), one of the few remaining areas of neurogenesis in the adult brain, to the olfactory bulb (OB)40. These
neuroblasts in the RMS migrate within the glial tube (Figure 1A-1), which is comprised of longitudinally-aligned astrocytic processes, via direct
cell-cell adhesions and localized soluble factors37,41. Finally, while CNS damage in mammals causes disrupted astrocytic process arrangement
forming a glial scar that physically impedes axonal regeneration17, many non-mammalian systems lack the formation of a detrimental glial scar.
Rather, glial cells of non-mammalian species maintain more organized, aligned patterns that are used as guides through the injured region17,42,43.
For instance, in non-mammalian SCI models, axons are shown to grow in close association with glial bridges crossing the lesion, suggesting
an important role for organized glial scaffolds as substrates facilitating axonal regeneration and functional recovery (Figure 1A-2)42,44,45.
Recapitulation of the neuroanatomical features and the developmental/regenerative mechanisms described above may yield a new class of
engineered glial-based living scaffolds that can concurrently drive immature neuronal migration and axonal pathfinding through otherwise non-
permissive environments, thereby potentially mitigating the effects of neuronal and axon tract degeneration associated with CNS injury and
disease.

Our research group has previously designed multiple types of living scaffolds for reconstruction and regeneration of axonal tracts in the CNS
and the peripheral nervous system (PNS) via micro-tissue engineered neural networks (micro-TENNs) and tissue engineered nerve grafts
(TENGs), respectively27,46,47,48. Both strategies are based inherently on biomimicry. Micro-TENNs are anatomically-inspired structures designed
to structurally and functionally replace axonal tracts connecting distinct neuronal populations of the brain. TENGs exploit the developmental
mechanism of axon-facilitated axonal regeneration, exemplified by "follower" axon growth along "pioneer" axons, to achieve targeted host axonal
regeneration35,46,48. We recently capitalized on the versatility of the living scaffold technique using a similar encasement scheme as micro-
TENNs and seeking inspiration from the glia-based mechanisms present throughout development. Here, we developed constructs consisting
of aligned astrocytic bundles spanning the collagenous lumen of a hydrogel micro-column49. These astrocytic living scaffolds are developed
by first filling a capillary tube-acupuncture needle assembly with liquid agarose to create a hollow cylindrical hydrogel with an outer diameter
(OD) and inner diameter (ID) corresponding to the diameters of the tube and needle, respectively. Following agarose gelation and extraction
of the hydrogel micro-column from the capillary tube, the hollow interior is coated with type I collagen to supply an environment permissive
for astrocyte adhesion and aligned bundle formation (Figure 1B-1). Afterwards, the lumen is seeded with cerebral cortical astrocytes isolated
from postnatal rat pups (Figure 1B-2). Contrary to two-dimensional (2D) alignment techniques that rely on the application of electric fields,
micropatterned grooves, and extracellular matrix (ECM) protein patterning, astrocyte alignment in the living scaffold technique relies on self-
assembly according to controllable variables such as substrate curvature (column ID), cell density, and collagen concentration50,51,52. The
astrocytes contract and remodel the collagen, and acquire a bipolar, longitudinally-aligned morphology analogous to the natural scaffolds
observed in vivo (Figure 1B-3). Indeed, we are actively pursuing the use of these cable-like structures as physical substrates for targeted
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guidance of migrating immature neurons as well as facilitating axonal regeneration through the unfavorable environment of the damaged CNS,
particularly the mammalian glial scar (Figure 1C). This article will present the detailed fabrication method for the astrocytic micro-columns, phase
contrast and immunofluorescence images of the expected cytoarchitecture, and a comprehensive discussion on the current limitations and future
directions of the technique.

 

Figure 1: Inspiration, Fabrication Protocol, and Proposed Applications for the Aligned Astrocytic Networks. (A) Neurobiological
inspiration: (1) Neuroblasts originating from the neurogenic subventricular zone (SVZ) utilize the longitudinally aligned glial tube in the rostral
migratory stream (RMS) for directed migration towards the olfactory bulb (OB); (2) Non-mammals such as amphibians and fish can sustain
regeneration after neural tissue damage in part due to the formation of a glial bridge that connects the ends of a lesion (e.g. transected
spinal cord) and serves as a scaffold for the guidance of regenerating axons. (B) Fabrication overview: (1) construction of a micron-sized,
hollow hydrogel micro-column with the lumen coated with ECM, (2) seeding of primary cortical astrocytes isolated from postnatal rat pups,
(3) self-assembly of the longitudinally-oriented bundles in culture, and (4) extraction of the bundle from the biomaterial encasement for future
implantation studies. (C) In vivo applications: (1) These living scaffolds may serve as engineered glial tubes for directed neuron migration from
neurogenic centers to repopulate neuron-deficient regions; (2) Recapitulation of the developmental mechanism of pioneering axon guidance and
the regenerative mechanism of glial bridges in non-mammals may endow these astrocytic scaffolds with the capacity to direct axon regeneration
across the non-permissive environment of the mammalian glial scar. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Protocol

All procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees at the University of Pennsylvania and the Michael J.
Crescenz Veterans Affairs Medical Center and adhered to the guidelines set forth in the NIH Public Health Service Policy on Humane Care and
Use of Laboratory Animals (2015).

1. Development of the Agarose Hydrogel Micro-columns

1. Make an agarose 3% weight/volume (w/v) solution by weighing 3 g of agarose and transferring it to a sterile beaker containing 100 mL of
Dulbecco's phosphate buffered saline (DPBS). Add a sterile magnetic bar to the beaker, and place it on the surface of a hot plate/stirrer. Keep
the beaker covered to prevent evaporation of its contents in the next step.

2. Heat the agarose and DPBS at a temperature of 100 °C and stir at 60-120 rpm. Adjust these settings as necessary, and constantly monitor
the progression of the dissolution process as the solution changes initially from opaque to a clear appearance that signifies that the agarose
has been completely dissolved.
 

Caution: The hot beaker and the solution are hot!
3. As the agarose solution is heated and stirred, retrieve four empty 10 cm Petri dishes and add 20 mL of DPBS to two of them. Place

acupuncture needles (diameter: 300 µm, length: 40 mm), glass microliter capillary tubes (diameter: 701.04 µm, length: 65 mm, capacity:
25.0 µL), and a bulb dispenser inside the biosafety cabinet. When the liquid agarose solution clears out, maintain constant heating at
approximately 50 °C and stirring to avoid gelation of the agarose.

4. Introduce an acupuncture needle into the bottom opening of a bulb dispenser. Insert a capillary tube over the needle exposed to the outside.
Secure the capillary tube by entering part of it into the rubber section of the bulb dispenser cylinder.

5. Transfer 1 mL of liquid agarose with a micropipette to the surface of an empty Petri dish, and place one end of the capillary tube vertically
(with the needle inserted) in contact with agarose, while the rubber cap of the bulb dispenser is being pinched inwards. Slowly release the
pressure on the bulb dispenser cap to draw agarose into the capillary tube.
 

NOTE: The transfer of liquid agarose into the capillary tubes must be performed rapidly. If the liquid agarose is left to cool on the Petri dish
surface for sufficient time (approximately 60 s), it starts to gel, preventing suitable suctioning of the agarose along the capillary tube.

6. Place each bulb-tube-needle assembly in a free Petri dish, and let the agarose gel inside the capillary tubes solidify for 5 min. Carefully pull
the capillary tube with your hands out of the rubber stopper in the bulb dispenser cylinder, leaving the needle and the agarose gel in place
inside the tube.

7. Manually extract the acupuncture needle by slowly pulling it out of the capillary tube; the newly solidified agarose cylinder also slides out of
the tube in this procedure, still surrounding the needle. Gently nudge the micro-column along the acupuncture needle with the tip of sterile
forceps to move it to the end. Place the needle over an open, DPBS-containing Petri dish and push the micro-column into the DPBS with
forceps.
 

NOTE: If the agarose micro-column remains within the glass capillary tube upon removal of the acupuncture needle, slowly push the agarose
micro-column out of the capillary tube with a 25-mm gauge needle and into the dish with DPBS.
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8. Sterilize microscalpels or forceps using a hot bead sterilizer. Make 4% w/v agarose by weighing 4 g of agarose and transferring it to 100
mL of DPBS. Heat and stir as explained in step 1.2 to obtain a clear 4% liquid agarose solution. Maintain heating and stirring of the solution
throughout the following steps.

9. Transfer the Petri dishes containing the micro-columns to a dissection hood, and move a micro-column with fine forceps to an empty Petri
dish. Utilize the stereoscope for visual guidance and a microscalpel to cut the micro-columns to the desired length. Trim both ends to form
beveled ends at 45o angles from horizontal to facilitate handling of the micro-columns during ECM and cell addition.

10. Repeat the previous step for three more micro-columns in the same Petri dish and line up the four constructs in parallel with a separation
of <3 mm between each of the cylinders. Load 50 µL of 4% agarose solution with a micropipette and pour a streak/line of liquid over the
micro-column array to connect and bundle the constructs into groups of four (hereafter called "micro-column boats"). Avoid movement of 4%
agarose to the ends of the micro-columns, which may clog the interior, by minimizing the distance between the constructs and adding the
agarose quickly in a thin line.
 

NOTE: Arranging groups of four micro-columns into "boats" is not required to fabricate the astrocytic scaffolds. Nevertheless, the boats serve
to hasten the fabrication process and to offer a safer way to move and handle micro-columns in later steps.

11. Let the micro-column boat cool for 1-2 min to permit gelation of the added 4% agarose.Pick up the micro-column boat with fine forceps by the
connecting 4% agarose, and move the micro-columns to the other DPBS-containing Petri dish prepared in step 1.1.3. Fabricate more boats
with the remaining micro-columns as desired.

12. Move the Petri dishes containing the micro-columns and/or boats to a biosafety cabinet and sterilize with exposure to ultraviolet (UV) light for
30 min.
 

Caution: Wear appropriate protection to prevent exposure to UV.
13. Store the dishes with the micro-column boats in DPBS at 4 °C, if ECM addition and cell plating will not occur immediately afterwards, up until

1 week. Repeat the micro-column fabrication steps if the constructs are not used during this timeframe.

2. Primary Cell Culture and Isolation

1. Cortical astrocyte isolation from rat pups
1. In preparation for the following steps, add 20 mL of Hank's balanced salt solution (HBSS) to four 10 cm Petri dishes that will serve as

reservoirs for the dissected tissues. Keep all the dishes on ice. Sterilize clean surgical scissors, forceps, micro-spatula, and micro-
scalpels in a hot bead sterilizer.

2. Prewarm 0.25% trypsin with 1 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) and 0.15 mg/mL deoxyribonuclease (DNase) I in HBSS at
37 °C. In addition, prewarm the astrocyte culture medium at 37 °C, which consists of Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) with
Ham's F-12 Nutrient Mixture and 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS).

3. Anesthetize postnatal day 0 or day 1 Sprague-Dawley rat pups by exposing them to hypothermic conditions, and euthanize by
decapitation. Pin the head into a stage using a 19 mm gauge needle placed in the snout anterior to the eyes.

4. Make an incision with a scalpel down the middle posterior to anterior, from the base of the neck up to just behind the eyes. Carry out
another incision going laterally from directly behind the eyes downwards, forming a T-shape. Use fine forceps to pull the cranial skin/
skull off to the side.

5. Hold the head by the snout (facing up) by placing one prong of the forceps in the mouth of the animal and the other on the outside
surface. Remove the brain with a sterile micro-spatula and place it in one of the Petri dishes filled with chilled HBSS. Place this Petri
dish on ice immediately afterwards and at all times except when in use.

6. Situate a granite block previously stored at -20 °C below a stereoscope inside a dissection hood. Place the Petri dish with the brain
tissue on the surface of the granite block to preserve its low temperature during the dissection procedure. Use the stereoscope as
visual guidance throughout the following steps.

7. If the olfactory bulbs remain intact, extract them by cutting with forceps or microscalpels. In addition, use a microscalpel to remove the
cerebellum and to make a midline incision separating the two cerebral hemispheres. Transfer the hemispheres with forceps to a Petri
dish containing fresh, chilled HBSS.

8. Dissect the midbrain structures from the inside of the hemispheres with a microscalpel to obtain only the separated cortices. Use fine
forceps to peel the meninges, a sheet-like structure, off from the cortical tissue and to transfer the isolated cortices to a new Petri dish
with cold HBSS. Use the microscalpel to mince the tissue in order to increase the surface area for trypsin action in the next step.

9. Use a Pasteur pipette to transfer the cortices to a 15 mL centrifuge tube containing 4 mL of prewarmed trypsin-EDTA (8 cortices in
each tube). Expose the cortical tissue to trypsin-EDTA for 5-7 min at 37 °C.

10. With a Pasteur pipette, carefully remove the trypsin-EDTA and add 400 µl of 0.15 mg/mL DNAse I solution to the centrifuge tube.
Agitate the tube or vortex until all the tissue is dissociated and there are no remaining tissue pieces in the liquid. If it is not possible to
completely dissolve the tissue, remove the remaining fragments with the tip of a Pasteur pipette.

11. Centrifuge the tube containing the dissociated cell solution at 200 x g for 3 min. Remove the supernatant with a Pasteur pipette
without disturbing the cells. Add 1 mL of astrocyte culture medium (defined in step 2.1.2) to the tube with a micropipette and agitate to
resuspend and create a homogeneous solution.

12. Transfer 10 mL of astrocyte culture medium with a serological pipette to a T-75 flask. Add 250 µl of the 1 mL cell solution (prepared in
step 2.1.11) with a micropipette to the flask to plate one pup brain worth of cells per flask. Distribute the discharged cell solution evenly
across the culture medium and gently agitate the flask to further promote an even distribution.

13. Culture the plated flasks in a humidified incubator at 37 °C and 5% CO2. After reaching 24 and 72 h in culture, mechanically agitate the
flask to detach non-adherent cell types, such as neurons and oligodendrocytes.

14. Afterwards, at each of these timepoints, perform a media change. Hold the flask vertically so the culture media lies on the bottom of
the flask, not covering the adhered cells. Aspirate the culture medium with a Pasteur pipette, pressing the tip of the pipette against
the bottom corner of the flask to avoid extracting the cells. Place the flask in the original horizontal position and gently add 10 mL of
astrocyte medium over the cells with a serological pipette.

15. Return the flasks to the incubator after each media change. After 90% confluency is achieved, mechanically agitate the flask once
more to remove any remaining non-adhering cells.
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16. Passage the astrocytes by taking out the culture medium with a vacuum and a Pasteur pipette. Add 5 mL of 0.25% trypsin-EDTA with
a serological pipette over the adhered cells. Gently agitate the flask to ensure the trypsin covers all the cells, and incubate the flask for
5-7 min at 37 °C and 5% CO2.

17. Quench trypsin by adding 1 mL of astrocyte medium to the cells with a serological pipette. Extract the cell solution from the flask with a
serological pipette and transfer it to a sterile 15 mL centrifuge tube. Centrifuge the tube at 200 x g for 3 min.

18. Remove the supernatant with a serological pipette and resuspend it in 1 mL of astrocyte culture medium. Agitate the tube to ensure the
cell solution is homogeneous. Count the number of cells in the solution with a hemocytometer or an automatic cell counter.
 

NOTE: A flask that is 90% confluent typically yields approximately 3 million astrocytes.
19. Add 10 mL of astrocyte culture medium to a T-75 flask. Perform a 1:4 dilution by transferring 250 µl of the cell solution (step 2.1.18)

with a micropipette to the T-75 flask already containing culture medium. Gently agitate to ensure a homogeneous cell distribution
throughout the surface of the flask.

20. Repeat steps 2.1.16-2.1.19 each time 90% confluency is achieved to passage the cells.

2. Cortical Neuron Isolation from Rat Fetuses
1. Follow similar preparations as steps 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, with the exception that the prewarmed media is co-culture media, consisting of

Neurobasal medium + 2% B-27 supplement (for neurons) + 1% G-5 serum-free supplement (for astrocytes) + 0.25% L-glutamine.
2. Euthanize timed-pregnant embryonic day 18 Sprague-Dawley rats with carbon dioxide asphyxiation and confirm death by decapitation.
3. Extract the rat fetuses and dissect the cortices from the rest of the cerebral tissue in Petri dishes containing HBSS on the surface of the

chilled granite block, using a stereoscope for visual guidance and sterilized scissors, microscalpel, and forceps53. After the successive
dissection of the heads, brains, cerebral hemispheres, and cortices, transfer each tissue to a new HBSS-filled Petri dish.

4. Mince the cortical tissue into smaller fragments to increase the surface area for trypsin. Transfer 4-6 cortices with a Pasteur pipette to a
tube with 5 mL of prewarmed trypsin-EDTA and maintain at 37 °C to dissociate the tissue. At 5-7 min manually agitate the tube to mix
and prevent clumping of the tissue.

5. Remove the tube from 37 °C after 10 min. As explained previously in step 2.1, extract the trypsin-EDTA and substitute with 1.8 mL of
0.15 mg/mL DNAse solution. Afterwards, vortex the tissue until the solution appears homogeneous, with no tissue fragments floating in
the liquid.

6. Centrifuge the dissociated tissue solution at 200 x g for 3 min. After removing the supernatant, resuspend in 2 mL of co-culture
medium. Count the number of cells in this solution with a hemocytometer or an automatic cell counter.
 

NOTE: The usual yield is 3.0-5.0 x 106 cells/cortical hemisphere.
7. Prepare a new cell solution with a density of 2.0-4.0 x 105 cells/mL in the co-culture media defined above.

3. Development of the Astrocytic Cables Inside the Micro-columns

1. ECM core fabrication
 

NOTE: The ECM has to be added to the interior of the hydrogel micro-columns on the same day in which cell seeding will be performed.
1. Inside a biosafety cabinet, prepare a 1 mg/mL solution of rat tail type I collagen in co-culture medium in a sterile microcentrifuge tube.

Maintain the microcentrifuge tube with the ECM solution on ice at all times except when in use.
2. Transfer 1-2 µL of the ECM solution with a micropipette onto a strip of litmus paper to estimate its pH. Add 1 µL of 1 N sodium

hydroxide (NaOH) or hydrochloric acid (HCl) with a micropipette to increase or decrease the pH of the ECM solution, respectively, and
pipette up and down to homogenize. Verify the new pH with a litmus paper strip and add more acid or base, as needed, until the pH is
stable in the 7.2-7.4 range.

3. Move the Petri dishes from step 1.2 to a dissection hood, and transfer 4-5 micro-columns or a boat with sterile fine forceps to an empty,
sterile 35 or 60 mm Petri dish. Using the stereoscope for guidance, situate the 10 µL tip of a micropipette at one end of each micro-
column and suction to empty the lumen of DPBS and air bubbles. Confirm the absence of air bubbles with the stereoscope to ensure
that the ECM added in the next step can flow freely across the lumen.

4. Charge a P10 micropipette with ECM solution, place the 10 µL tip against one end of the hydrogel micro-columns, and deliver enough
solution to fill the lumen (approximately 3-5 µL), observing the entry of ECM with the stereoscope. Pipette a small reservoir (2-4 µL) of
ECM solution on either end of the micro-column.
 

NOTE: Always manage 4-5 micro-columns or one boat at a time to prevent prolonged drying of the constructs, as this may result in
the crumpling of the micro-column structure. Completely dried micro-columns firmly attach to the surface of the Petri dishes, which
prevents their utilization for cell seeding. Excessive amounts of co-culture media (as a hydration measure) cannot be added to the
micro-columns because this may cause the ECM to flow out during the incubation period described below.

5. Pipette co-culture media in a ring around the Petri dish to provide a humidity sink to prevent the columns from drying out during
incubation. Incubate the Petri dish containing the ECM-containing micro-columns at 37 °C and 5% CO2 for 1 h to promote
polymerization of collagen before adding the neurons and/or astrocytes.
 

NOTE: The ECM should form a layer coating the inner surface of the hollow lumen, rather than a solid ECM core encompassing the
interior, both of which can be observed using the stereoscope. If the ECM forms a core, continue the incubation period until only the
layer is left. With this layer formed, the astrocyte cell solution can fill the interior of the micro-column in the plating steps.

6. During the incubation period, prepare the astrocyte cell solution (as described below).

2. Astrocyte and Neuron Seeding in the Micro-Columns
1. Passage the plated astrocytes (between the fourth and twelfth passage) as explained in steps 2.1.16-2.1.19. After counting the number

of cells in the flask, prepare cell solution at a density of 9.0-12.0 x 105 cells/mL solution suspended in cell-culture media.
2. Using a stereoscope, place the tip of a P10 micropipette at one end of the micro-columns, and transfer sufficient cell solution (~5

µL) into the lumen to completely fill it. As done above with the ECM, add small reservoirs of cell solution to both ends of each micro-
column.

3. Incubate the plated micro-columns on the Petri dishes at 37 °C and 5% CO2 for 1 h to promote the attachment of astrocytes to the
ECM. If neurons will not be added to micro-columns, proceed to step 3.2.5.
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4. Following the initial incubation period, add 1-2 µL of the cortical neuron solution obtained in step 2.2.7 into both ends of the micro-
columns with a micropipette, while observing under the stereoscope. Ensure that sufficient media is present in the dishes to avoid
drying, and incubate again for 40 min at 37 °C and 5% CO2 to allow for the adhesion of neurons.
 

NOTE: Cortical neuron solution can also be added 1-2 days after bundle formation, performing step 3.2.4 after carefully removing the
culture media from the Petri dish with a micropipette.

5. After the incubation period, carefully fill the Petri dishes containing the plated micro-columns with 3 or 6 mL of co-culture media for 35
or 60 mm Petri dishes, respectively. Maintain the plated micro-columns in culture at 37 °C and 5% CO2 to promote the self-assembly of
the aligned astrocytic bundles, which should form a bundled, cable-like structure after 6-10 h.

3. Stabilization of Astrocyte Cable Architecture
 

NOTE: After formation of bundles, approximately 6-12 h of culturing the constructs, perform the following steps to prevent the collapse of the
aligned structure of the astrocytic scaffolds.

1. In a sterile microcentrifuge tube, prepare a 3 mg/mL rat tail collagen I solution in co-culture media. Adjust the pH of the solution to
7.2-7.4 following the procedure outlined in step 3.1.2. Maintain the collagen stock and co-culture media on ice when not in use, and
place the prepared collagen solution on ice at all times.

2. Remove the media from the Petri dishes containing the astrocytic scaffolds with a micropipette, leaving some media on the sides
of the dish to create a humidity sink that ensures the hydration of the micro-columns. Place the dish under a stereoscope to aid in
visualization.

3. With a micropipette, take 2-3 µL of collagen solution and discharge to each end of the micro-columns, using the stereoscope for visual
guidance. Make sure the dish has sufficient media around the sides to act as a humidity sink around the edges of the dish. Incubate
the Petri dishes with the micro-columns for 30 min at 37 °C and 5% CO2  in a humidified incubator to promote the gelation of the newly
added collagen.

4. Slowly add 3 or 6 mL of co-culture media (for 35 or 60 mm Petri dishes, respectively) to the Petri dishes with a pipette, and culture the
dishes in a humidified incubator at 37 oC and 5% CO2.

4. Extraction of the Astrocytic Bundles from the Hydrogel Interior

1. Sterilize glass coverslips in an autoclave. Prepare a 20 µg/mL solution of poly-L-lysine (PLL) in sterile cell culture grade water.
2. Inside a biosafety cabinet, manually transfer the sterilized glass coverslips to a sterile 10 cm Petri dish, and add sufficient PLL solution to

cover the coverslips.
3. Incubate the coverslips, covered with the PLL solution, for 30 min at 37 °C to coat the surface. Remove the PLL solution with a Pasteur

pipette after 30 min. Rinse three times by adding cell culture grade water to the coverslip and removing it with a Pasteur pipette.
4. After the formation of the aligned glial bundle, transfer the micro-column delicately to a sterile Petri dish with sterile fine forceps, and add a

small pool of 10 µL of co-culture media with a micropipette to prevent dehydration and ensure bundle health. Extract the astrocytic bundle
from the hydrogel micro-column by gently pulling from one end with sterile surgical forceps, using a stereoscope for visual guidance.

5. Holding the astrocytic bundle with forceps, mount it on a PLL-coated coverslip. Fix and stain with the protocol below.

5. Immunocytochemistry for In Vitro Studies

NOTE: For this study, the primary antibodies were rabbit anti-glial acidic fibrillary protein (GFAP) (1:500), mouse anti-β-tubulin III (1:500), rabbit
anti-collagen I (1:500), mouse anti-nestin (1:200), and rabbit anti-vimentin (1:100). The secondary antibodies were donkey anti-mouse 568,
donkey anti-rabbit 568, donkey anti-rabbit 488, and donkey anti-mouse 568 (1:500 for all). In all instances, add enough volume of each solution
to entirely cover the micro-columns.

1. Prepare a 4% volume/volume (v/v) formaldehyde solution in 1x DPBS inside a chemical fume hood.
 

CAUTION: formaldehyde is a toxic compound known to be carcinogenic, and must be disposed of in a separate container. Always manipulate
this compound inside a chemical fume hood and utilize personal protective equipment (PPE) such as laboratory coat, safety glasses, and
gloves.

2. In the case of the micro-columns, discard the culture media from the Petri dishes containing the constructs with a Pasteur pipette without
accidentally suctioning the hydrogel cylinders. Add sufficient formaldehyde solution to cover the micro-columns or the mounted coverslips
(both of which remain on the Petri dishes) and incubate for 35 min at 18-24 °C.

3. Extract the 4.0% formaldehyde solution from the fixed micro-columns or the coverslips with a serological pipette. Rinse the fixed micro-
columns three times with PBS by quickly adding and removing PBS twice and then letting them soak for 10 min a third time.

4. Dissolve normal horse serum (NHS) in PBS for a concentration of 4% v/v. Prepare a solution with non-ionic detergent at a concentration of
0.3% v/v using the NHS solution as the solvent.

5. Remove the PBS from the Petri dishes containing the micro-columns or the coverslips with a pipette. Add sufficient 0.3% detergent solution to
cover the micro-columns/coverslips for 60 min at 18-24 °C to permeabilize the cells.

6. Take out the detergent solution, and rinse quickly two times with PBS and three times by soaking for 5 min. Calculate the required volume of
4% NHS and each of the primary antibodies to prepare a solution with the desired antibody concentrations.

7. Remove the PBS from the Petri dishes and add enough primary antibody (diluted in 4% NHS-DPBS) solution to cover the micro-columns or
the extracted astrocytic bundles. Incubate overnight (12-16 h) at 4 °C.

8. Take out the primary antibody solution and quickly rinse two times with PBS and three times by soaking for 5 min each. Prepare the
secondary antibody solution, in the dark, with each antibody present at a dilution of 1:500 in 4.0% NHS solution.

9. Incubate cells with the secondary antibody solution for 2 h at 18-24 °C. Throughout the entire time of incubation, cover the Petri dishes
containing the micro-columns with aluminum foil to avoid exposure to light.

10. Remove the secondary antibody solution and add Hoechst solution (1:10,000) for 10 min at 18-24 °C to stain the nuclei.
 

CAUTION: Hoechst is a known mutagen that should be treated as a carcinogen. Therefore, it must be disposed of in a separate container
and PPE should be used at all times when manipulating this agent.
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11. Rinse with PBS five times, each time for 5-10 min. Afterwards, store the stained micro-columns at 4 °C in PBS and cover with aluminum foil.
In the case of the mounted astrocytic bundles, add a drop of aqueous mounting medium to the bundle, place another glass coverslip over the
fixed bundle, and seal both coverslips with nail polish for long-term storage and subsequent imaging.

6. Viability Assay with Live-dead (Calcein-AM/ethidium Homodimer) Staining

1. Prepare the reagent solution by adding 5 μl calcein AM (4 mM in anhydrous dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)) and 20 μl ethidium homodimer-1
(EthD-1) (2 mM in DMSO/H2O 1:4 v/v) to 10 mL of 1x DPBS. Cover the solution with aluminum foil or store in the dark to protect it from the
light.

2. Aspirate media from the Petri dish containing the plated micro-columns with a Pasteur pipette, and add enough solution (prepared above) to
cover the constructs. Incubate for 30 min at 37 °C and 5% CO2, keeping the Petri dish covered to protect the solution from the light.

3. Remove the solution with a micropipette or Pasteur pipette. Rinse 2-3 times with DPBS as explained in step 5.3. Flood the Petri dishes with
DPBS according to the size of the dish. Image cells immediately afterwards using epifluorescence or confocal imaging.
 

NOTE: Conversion of the membrane-permeable calcein AM to calcein by metabolically active cells yields the green fluorescence of calcein.
Dead cells are marked as membrane-compromised cells, which permit the entry of EthD-1 into the cell and its binding to nucleic acids,
causing red fluorescence.

Representative Results

Initially, phase-contrast microscopy was used to monitor the progression of astrocyte adhesion and bundle formation and the overall stability of
the cytoarchitecture as a function of time. At 1 h after plating, astrocytes were found throughout the lumen of the micro-columns with a spherical
morphology (Figure 2A). At 5 h, astrocytes started extending processes and contracting, while by 8 h cells exhibited a complete process-
bearing morphology and formed cable-like structures oriented along the longitudinal axis of the micro-column (Figure 2A). Notably, compared
to the initially dispersed presence of cells across the micro-columns, astrocytes appeared to have contracted to form a network of dense
bundles along the interior (Figure 2B). After the initial cell alignment, the astrocyte networks often pulled together along the longitudinal axis,
resembling a zipper closing, to form a dense bundle in the center of the micro-column (Figure 2C). The formation of this bundled architecture
was due to a self-assembly process, in part dictated by the choice of micro-column ID and cell density. Astrocytes aligned and acquired a bipolar
morphology when seeded in micro-columns with an ID less than 350 µm (Figure 3B, top and middle, and 3D-3F)49. On the contrary, these cells
demonstrated random directionality when an ID of 1 mm was utilized (Figure 3B, bottom), which is similar to the appearance of 2D astrocyte
cultures exposed to the serum-free, co-culture medium (Figure 3A, right). Furthermore, even though astrocytes still display alignment at low
seeding densities (2.0-3.0 x 105 cells/mL or 2.0-3.0 x 102 cells/mm3) (Figure 3C), dense networks are formed only at the high densities (9.0-12.0
x 105 cells/mL or 9.0-12.0 x 102 cells/mm3) within cylindrical micro-columns of similar dimensions (seen in Figure 3B, top), as suggested in the
protocol49. Viability in the astrocytic bundles was quantified, using the live/dead assay, as the ratio of the area of cells fluorescing green (calcein
AM) relative to the total area of cells fluorescing green (calcein AM) and red (EthD-1). The viability of the astrocytic bundles was 97.4%, which is
similar to the 98.2% viability of 2D astrocyte culture controls (Figure 4A-4B), proving that the environment within the micro-columns is suitable
for astrocyte vitality (Figure 4E). The 3D reconstructions of the live and dead cells in the astrocytic scaffolds also demonstrate the overall cell
alignment within the constructs (Figure 4C-4D). Additionally, ultra-long astrocytic micro-columns were developed to investigate the stability of the
astrocyte bundles with substantial length. Even at the extraordinary distance of 3.5 cm, the cytoarchitecture of aligned, dense, and contracted
astrocytic bundles was sustained consistently throughout the length of the micro-column (Figure 5A), as clearly seen in the zoom-in regions of
the micro-columns (Figure 5B-5C).

Once formed, the bundles were fixed and stained by immunocytochemistry techniques for intermediate filament proteins characteristic of
glial cells, such as GFAP, nestin, and vimentin. The confocal images confirm the process-bearing morphology of astrocytes and longitudinal
alignment of processes (Figure 6 and Figure 7). Expression of the intermediate filament proteins can be seen in both the 2D astrocyte cultures
(Figure 7A) as well as the astrocyte bundles within the micro-column (Figure 6, Figure 7B-7D). In addition, collagen staining corroborated the
presence of this ECM protein in the micro-columns. The astrocytes did not form a continuous structure with the collagen when cultured in a 2D
environment (Figure 8A), whereas the astrocytes appeared to adhere to and remodel the collagen present within the lumen when cultured in
the micro-columns, allowing for cell contraction and bundle formation (Figure 8B). Overlay of the GFAP and collagen channels demonstrated
that the astrocyte cables consisted of tightly associated processes with longitudinal collagen fibers (Figure 8B). Therefore, apart from offering
anchorage, collagen fibrils may also have provided additional directional cues for astrocytes to form dense bundles after contraction. In some
cases, astrocyte-collagen contraction persisted, resulting in a collapse of the aligned bundle over 12-24 h after formation (Figure 9A). In order
to stabilize the cable-like astrocyte architecture within the hydrogel micro-columns, additional collagen matrix was added to the ends of a fully
formed bundle to inhibit further contraction and collapse. This reinforcement technique allowed for the survival of the desired cable architecture
for at least 4 days, with a longer window of stability expected (Figure 9B). Moreover, representative astrocytic bundles were extracted from
the hydrogel micro-column, mounted, and fixed with 4% formaldehyde on glass coverslips to assess their robustness when exposed to tension
forces and to the external environment. Even after extraction and physical manipulation into different shapes (Figure 10A, 10B), the astrocytic
somata and processes maintained an aligned, bundled micro-scale morphology (Figure 10C), highlighting the resiliency of the self-aligned
astrocytic scaffold, once formed, even if the structural support of the hydrogel micro-column is absent.
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Primary cortical neurons were also co-cultured with astrocytes inside the micro-columns to explore whether the astrocyte bundles were
capable of fomenting neuronal adhesion and neurite outgrowth. GFAP and the microtubule protein β-tubulin III were used as specific markers
for astrocytes and neurons, respectively. Figure 11A shows that astrocytes co-seeded with cortical neurons were also capable of exhibiting
processes and forming aligned bundles. Neurons appeared to have adhered preferentially to the astrocyte bundles, since all positive β-tubulin III
staining co-localized with GFAP (overlays in Figure 11B-11C). To demonstrate the regenerative properties of the astrocytic constructs, cortical
neurons (Figure 12B) were plated within the hydrogel micro-column 2 days after astrocytes were plated (Figure 12A). Neurons attached to the
astrocyte bundle, and extended neurites directly along the astrocytic tracts. Further inspection showed neurite outgrowth oriented in the direction
of the astrocytic cable, whereas in regions where the astrocyte tract was not present, neurites were seen growing in a disorganized manner
(Figure 12C). These observations demonstrate that the protocol results in aligned, viable, and robust astrocytic networks that have the potential
to act as implantable living pathways promoting neuron adhesion and neurite outgrowth.

 

Figure 2: Brightfield Microscopy Shows Formation of Astrocyte Bundles within Hydrogel Micro-Columns over Time. (A) Astrocyte
morphology as a function of time after plating: (1 h) astrocytes are spherical in shape and dispersed throughout the construct; (5 h) astrocytes
initiate process extension and contraction; (8 h) astrocytes have aligned and contracted. Scale bars = 100 µm. (B) Bundle formation over time in
an additional representative scaffold: (1 h) initially the astrocytes are spherical and do not exhibit processes; (24 h) a dense bundle of astrocytic
processes is formed. Scale bars = 300 µm (left) and 500 µm (right). (C) Fully formed astrocytic bundle 24 h after plating, showing a "zippering"
effect, where the ends of the cable attach to distinct ends of the walls of the lumen. Scale bar = 1000 µm.

 

Figure 3: Micro-Column Inner Diameter and Cell Density Influence the Self-Assembly of Aligned Bundles of Bipolar Astrocytes. (A)
2D astrocyte cultures with serum-containing media (left) and serum-free co-culture media (right) show a non-process and multi-process bearing
morphology, respectively. Scale bars = 100 µm. (B) Astrocytes seeded at high density (9.0-12.0 x 105 cells/mL) in micro-columns with an ID of
180 and 350 µm form aligned bundles relative to the longitudinal axis, while an ID of 1 mm results in astrocytes displaying multiple, unaligned
processes throughout the diameter of the lumen. Scale bars = 100 µm (top, middle) and 150 µm (bottom). (C) Astrocytes seeded in a 350 µm ID
micro-column at low density (2.0-4.0 x 105 cells/mL) are aligned, but not bundled. Scale bar = 100 µm. (D) When plated in a 350 µm ID micro-
column at low or medium cell density, astrocytes acquire a bipolar morphology. Scale bars = 300 µm. (E) Box in D showing a zoom-in of the
chains of bipolar astrocytes that form inside the hydrogel micro-columns. Scale bar = 300 µm. (F) Example of an individual bipolar astrocyte.
Scale bar = 50 µm. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
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Figure 4: Astrocytes Remain Viable after Bundle Formation within the Hydrogel Micro-Column. (A-B), (C-D) 3D confocal reconstructions
showing the viability of cells throughout planar cultures and aligned astrocytic bundles, respectively, as assayed with calcein-AM/ethidium
homodimer staining (green-live cells; red-dead cells). (E) Quantification of live and dead cells resulted in a similar percentage of live/dead
astrocytes when cultured on 2D surfaces and in the micro-columns. Error bars represent standard deviation. Please click here to view a larger
version of this figure.

 

Figure 5: Phase-Contrast Image of a Representative Ultra-Long Aligned Astrocytic Bundle within the Hydrogel Micro-Column. (A)
Bundle formation throughout the entire length of a 3.5 cm micro-column. Scale bar = 1,000 µm. (B-C) Higher magnification zoom-ins showing
astrocyte alignment in various regions along the entirety of the construct, corresponding to the boxes in A. Scale bars = 500 µm. Please click
here to view a larger version of this figure.

 

Figure 6: Immunolabeling of the Astrocytic Scaffolds Demonstrates the Longitudinal Alignment of Astrocytic Processes. (A) Confocal
reconstruction of an astrocytic bundle showing staining for GFAP (red; left) and nuclei (Hoechst; middle) and an overlay of both channels (right).
(B) Higher magnification zoom-in of the astrocytic bundle in the boxed region in A permits visualization of the cytoarchitecture of the astrocytes
within micro-columns. Scale bars = 50 µm. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
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Figure 7: Characterization of Representative Astrocytic Bundles through Immunocytochemistry. (A-B) Astrocytes cultured on 2D surfaces
and seeded in hydrogel micro-columns express similar astrocytic markers GFAP (red) and vimentin (green). (A) Confocal reconstruction of
a 2D planar astrocyte culture showing the separate and merged channels. Scale bar = 100 µm. (B) Confocal images of an astrocytic bundle,
confirming expression of the markers and showcasing astrocyte alignment. Scale bar = 50 µm. (C-D) Astrocytes cultured within micro-columns
also express the intermediate filament proteins nestin (red) and vimentin (green). (C) Confocal image of an astrocytic bundle. Scale bar = 100
µm. (D) Higher magnification zoom-in of C. Scale bar = 50 µm. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

 

Figure 8: Astrocytes in the Aligned Bundles Intimately Interact with a Contracted, Longitudinal Collagen Matrix, as Opposed to the
Irregular Arrangement of Collagen in 2D Cultures. Cells were immunolabeled to observe astrocytes (GFAP; red), nuclei (Hoechst; blue),
and collagen (green). (A) 2D astrocyte cultures with collagen at 1 mg/mL show unaligned astrocytes and randomLy distributed collagen. Scale
bar = 250 µm. (B) Collagen is pulled off from the walls of the micro-column lumen and is contracted to form an aligned matrix that is part of the
astrocytic bundle. Scale bar = 150 µm. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
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Figure 9: Additional Collagen can be Used to Stabilize the Structure of Astrocytic Cables. (A) Bundles formed approximately 6 h after
plating astrocytes within collagen-coated hydrogel micro-columns. Once bundles were formed, higher concentration (3 mg/mL) collagen was
added to the ends of the micro-column to inhibit contraction of the astrocytic cables. In constructs not stabilized with additional collagen, the
astrocytic-collagen bundles had begun to contract by 18 h, and the astrocyte cables had completely collapsed by 24 h. This contraction was
not observed when the bundles were reinforced with 3 mg/mL collagen. Scale bar = 1,000 μm. (B) Zoom-in of collapsed astrocytic bundle
not reinforced with 3 mg/mL collagen. Scale bar = 500 μm. (C) Zoom-in of regions from collagen-reinforced micro-columns. Astrocyte bundle
morphology was maintained throughout the entirety of the micro-column. Scale bars = 500 μm. Please click here to view a larger version of this
figure.

 

Figure 10: Extraction of the Astrocytic Bundles from the Micro-Column and Mounting on Poly-L-lysine Coated Glass Coverslips
Evidences the Robustness of the Technique. (A) Phase-contrast image of several extracted astrocytic bundles, manipulated into spelling the
word "Penn". (B) Confocal reconstruction of the same extracted bundles stained for the astrocytic marker GFAP (red) and cell nuclei (Hoechst;
blue). Scale bar = 100 µm. (C) Magnification of the boxed region in B shows that, even when manipulated into irregular shapes, the astrocytic
scaffolds retain an aligned, bipolar morphology and a bundled cytoarchitecture. Scale bar = 200 µm. Note that any structural differences between
the phase and confocal images is likely an artifact of constructs shifting due to rinsing during the immunocytochemistry procedure. Please click
here to view a larger version of this figure.
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Figure 11: Neurons Adhere to and Extend Neurites along the Aligned Astrocyte Bundles in Neuron-Astrocyte Co-Cultured Scaffolds.
(A) Phase-contrast image of a neuron-seeded astrocytic bundle. Scale bar = 300 µm. (B)-(C) Neurons were observed to adhere to the astrocytic
bundles and extend neurites along the direction of the cable (Hoechst-blue; GFAP-green; β-tubulin III-red). Scale bars = 200 and 100 µm,
respectively. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

 

Figure 12: Astrocyte Cables serve as a Living Scaffold for Directed Neurite Outgrowth. Confocal reconstructions showing a region of a
micro-column consisting of neurons seeded approximately 2 days after bundle formation. (A) GFAP-positive astrocyte bundles, (B) β-tubulin III-
positive neurons, and (C) merge of all channels, including HOECHST-stained nuclei (blue). Note that neurons exhibited neurite alignment when
adhered to regions with aligned astrocyte processes (arrows), whereas neurons not adhered to aligned astrocytes appeared to exhibit random
(i.e. multi-directional) neurite outgrowth (arrowheads). (D) Zoom-in of region shows the directionality of neurite outgrowth. Scale bars = 100 μm.
Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Discussion

When compared to the more supportive environment of the PNS, the CNS is particularly limited in handling the detrimental consequences of
neurotrauma and neurodegeneration. After a serious insult to the mammalian CNS, a glial scar is formed, consisting of a core of fibrotic and
inflammatory cells surrounded by a dense meshwork of disorganized reactive astrocytes that secrete axon outgrowth-inhibiting proteoglycans14.
This scar acts as a physical and biochemical obstruction against the regeneration of axon endings12. Furthermore, the adult mammalian CNS
possesses limited sources of new neurons to restore lost cells following trauma or neurodegeneration, since neurogenic centers are restricted
to the SVZ, the hippocampal dentate gyrus, and potentially other usually inactive areas54. An ideal strategy would circumvent both aspects of
the limited recuperative capabilities of the CNS, which current approaches fail to address. As such, our research group has developed astrocyte-
based scaffolds aimed at presenting living pathways for neural migration towards neuron-deficient areas and guided extension of regenerating
axon growth cones. Aligned astrocytic bundles contained within the collagen interior of an agarose micro-column constitute these astrocytic living
scaffolds. A considerable distinction from conventional cell- and biomaterial-based strategies used for CNS repair and regeneration is that the
cytoarchitecture of these constructs is completely preformed in vitro to simulate several in vivo glia-based guidance and scaffolding architectures.
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For instance, during embryonic development, radial glia pathways act as living scaffolds for new neurons migrating to the neocortex, and glial
cells mediate the targeted extension of pioneering axons posing as patterned substrates and/or guidepost cells35,38,39. Embryonic radial glia
in the subventricular zone also produce astrocytes that form longitudinally aligned glial tubes, over which neuroblasts migrate postnatally in a
chained-formation from the SVZ to the OB41. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated in some non-mammals that, following CNS damage, a
greater degree of regeneration is possible due to the formation of an organized, aligned astrocytic arrangement44. For example, adult zebrafish
are capable of regenerating their spinal cords following the migration of immature glial cells to the lesion site, differentiation into a bipolar
morphology, and elongation of glial processes to bridge the lesion, forming a path that directs regenerating axons45. Engineered constructs of
aligned astrocytic bundles may be capable of recapitulating these mechanisms and presenting the required structural and soluble signals for glia-
mediated neuronal migration and axon regeneration35. In addition, due to the inclusion of living astrocytes, these constructs can actively present
the required environmental cues based on feedback from the host.

In our technique, astrocyte alignment is a self-assembly process contingent on the physical cues and cell-cell interactions promoted by the
micro-column inner diameter, collagen concentration, and seeding density. Another attractive feature of this method is its micron-scale size,
which may allow for minimally invasive implantation in damaged areas of the CNS. Moreover, results presented in this manuscript demonstrate
that the constructs obtained with the protocol possess high viability and express the intermediate filament proteins GFAP, nestin, and vimentin,
regardless of astrocyte age as defined by passage number. While both GFAP and vimentin are expressed in immature and mature astrocytes,
nestin is mainly restricted to undifferentiated or immature cells, with maturing glia upregulating the expression of GFAP and decreasing
production of nestin45,55. Previous studies have shown that astrocyte behavior changes with age, however consistent expression of intermediate
filament proteins, as well bundling was seen across a range of passage numbers (passages 4-12)56. The astrocytic scaffolds also were
shown to achieve ultra-long, centimeter-scale lengths in vitro, which suggests that this technique is adaptable to the distinct injury lengths and
geometries encountered in vivo. Furthermore, the aligned astrocytic bundles exhibit remarkable structural integrity and stability, as their cable-
like cytoarchitecture is maintained even after being subjected to extraction from the micro-columns. Astrocyte-based living scaffolds also support
neuron adhesion and neurite outgrowth, reinforcing the potential of this technique to promote directed neuron migration and axon extension for
CNS repair.

The aligned astrocytic bundles are contained within the collagenous interior of a protective tubular hydrogel encasement. Fabrication of the
astrocytic scaffolds commences with micro-column assembly by inserting an acupuncture needle into a capillary tube and suctioning liquid
agarose into it. Agarose was the selected biomaterial because of its inert properties, biocompatibility, and easily controlled mechanical, physical,
and biochemical properties49. Agarose concentration in the hydrogel may be an important variable since cells sense mechanical stimuli from
their substrate (e.g. stiffness) and respond with intracellular changes57. Design criteria for these micro-columns includes a high enough porosity
to allow for adequate mass transport, but a small enough pore size to prohibit lateral process outgrowth; these criteria are satisfied by the
nano-scale open-porosity present in agarose at the concentration used in this protocol. The agarose concentration in this protocol was also
chosen due to its stability, ease of handling, and similarity in mechanical properties to the brain environment58. A noteworthy consideration is
the central placement of the needle within the capillary tube. Oftentimes, the needle may be slightly slanted or displaced during the process,
causing the lumen to be located off-center relative to the outer walls following agarose gelation and micro-column removal from the tube. To
avoid this, the needle should be straight, and the plunger-tube-needle assembly should be maintained in a vertical position while agarose is
being drawn in to retain the needle along the central axis. Precise centralization of the lumen safeguards the aligned astrocytes between the
agarose walls; the lumen is more prone to rupturing if located proximal to the outer rim of the cylinder. In addition, sufficient distance between
the lumen and the outer wall may offer protective benefits during and after transplantation (provided the astrocytic constructs are not removed
from the micro-column prior to implant). This initial stage of astrocytic scaffold fabrication is paramount for the success of the technique, as
the selection of needle diameter is crucial for proper astrocyte soma/process alignment and cable self-assembly. We found that astrocyte
alignment was inversely dependent on micro-column ID, with an optimal ID range for cell alignment and the formation of robust astrocyte
bundles being 180 to 350 µm (Figure 3). Similarly, it was previously demonstrated that neurons direct their outgrowth along the direction of
minimum substrate curvature to lessen process bending59,60, and similar mechanisms are likely at work to affect astrocyte alignment in our
system49. In addition to curvature affecting astrocyte alignment, we found that a 180 to 350 µm ID range resulted in astrocytes acquiring a bipolar
morphology49, contrary to the stellate, multi-polar form observed with an ID of 1 mm or when astrocytes were cultured in 2D (Figure 3). It is
likely that these profound morphological changes to a bipolar astrocyte morphology alter their physiological characteristics as well; for instance,
these astrocytes may express alternative secretable factors or cell surface markers that may be advantageous for regeneration, but this warrants
further characterization. Overall, our findings demonstrate that suitable selection of physical cues, such as surface curvature, are imperative to
emulating native cytoarchitecture in astrocytic living scaffolds.

Construction of the astrocytic scaffolds proceeds with the sequential inclusion of the collagen ECM solution and cortical astrocytes into the
hollow interior of the micro-columns. The inner lumen of the micro-column is coated with collagen to support astrocyte survival, attachment,
and aligned bundle formation, due to the inability of agarose to independently support neurite outgrowth61. A collagen concentration of 1 mg/
mL was chosen because previous studies determined that lower and higher concentrations resulted in a lack of adhesion and instability of the
ECM, respectively49. Thus, as expected, collagen concentration has dramatic effects on the effectiveness of this technique. Furthermore, the
ECM solution consists of only type I collagen. When compared to laminin and Matrigel-coated substrates for 2D astrocytic cultures, astrocytes
plated on type I collagen demonstrated optimal adhesion and network formation62. The incubation time used for collagen polymerization prior to
cell seeding is also an essential step in the protocol. We previously found that when neurons were delivered concomitantly with unpolymerized
ECM to the agarose micro-columns, reduced neurite outgrowth and axonal fasciculation were seen47, and it is possible that these findings
would extend to astrocytes as well. Since collagen is required for astrocyte adhesion and bundle formation, the presence of ECM throughout the
construct and the absence of air bubbles or empty pockets should be visualized and confirmed with microscopic techniques.

The protocol concludes with astrocyte plating, an incubation period to ensure cell adhesion to collagen, and short-term culture for the formation
of the target cytoarchitecture. Astrocytes between passage number 4-12 were used, as they exhibited robust astrocytic bundling and collagen
reformation. These astrocytes also presented a mature phenotype consisting of >95% pure cultures63,64 with little to no neuronal contamination.
In contrast to ordinary astrocyte cultures, which employ serum-containing medium (Figure 3A, left), our technique utilizes serum-free medium
to allow astrocytes to adopt a process-bearing morphology (Figure 3A, right) and form bundles of aligned somata and processes within the
micro-columns62,65,66. In terms of cell seeding concentration, higher concentrations in the range of 9.0-12.0 x 105 cells/mL, with an ID of 350
µm, resulted in the formation of tightly packed bundles with accompanying collagen remodeling, while astrocytes were more dispersed, but still
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aligned, when lower concentrations were utilized (Figure 3C). Thus, the effect of seeding concentration on cell-cell interactions influences the
degree of astrocyte alignment and the formation of the observed cable-like structures. The injection of the cell solution into the lumen is generally
visualized using a stereoscope to ensure homogenous delivery across the micro-column length, which is crucial for continuous bundle formation.
After seeding, the preliminary incubation time prior to flooding with culture media is indispensable to secure the anchorage of astrocytes to the
ECM. The duration may be modified if astrocytes escape from the constructs, provided that the constructs are sufficiently humidified to preclude
drying. Phase-contrast images of the astrocytic scaffolds as a function of time showed that by 8 h, a network of aligned astrocytic bundles was in
the process of being formed. In addition, the detachment of ECM from the lumen wall, its ensuing contraction, and the tight association between
cells and the contracted collagen was observed when constructs were labeled for collagen and GFAP as shown in Figure 8. This phenomenon is
possibly a consequence of astrocytic contractile forces detaching the collagen from the walls, based on prior reports of the fibroblast-like capacity
of glial cells to generate forces that distort flexible substrates and the matrix-remodeling ability of astrocytes in astrocyte-only and neuron-
astrocyte co-cultures28,49,67,68. Specifically, one of the consequences of astrocyte motility and the integrin-mediated interaction with collagen
fibrils is the generation of forces sufficient to contract the fibrils17,69. Overall, implementation of the described protocol will produce living scaffolds
comprised of self-assembled networks of dense, aligned astrocytic cable-like structures that recapitulate physical substrates present at several
stages of CNS development.

In addition to individual issues that could arise throughout the protocol, the astrocytic scaffold technique possesses other hindrances that may
affect its capacity to repair the CNS. For instance, the ultimate success of this technique is contingent on nervous system plasticity and functional
integration of the astrocytic scaffold with the host circuitry. Related to the implantation of these scaffolds is the possibility of an inflammatory
response that may counter the pro-regenerative attributes of the astrocytic bundles. All transplant-based techniques have the capacity to rupture
the blood-brain barrier and cause infiltration of inflammatory cells, due to the proximity between neurons and capillaries in the tissue47. In this
case, the hydrogel micro-column or another encasement scheme for the astrocytic scaffolds may be utilized as a vehicle for the controlled
release of anti-inflammatory factors to lessen the inflammatory response. Initially, the aligned astrocytic bundle was not stable inside the micro-
column, as the forces that compel cell alignment and matrix remodeling ultimately led to a collapse of the desired cytoarchitecture after 1-2
days in culture. However, additional contraction and bundle collapse was impeded by providing additional reinforcement for the bundles at the
ends of the micro-column by adding higher concentration collagen in order to hold the bundle in place. An additional tactic could be to employ
a secondary encapsulation, whereby a new hydrogel coating is applied to the aligned astrocytic bundles as they are pulled from the micro-
columns. It is likely that the delivery of the aligned astrocyte networks into the brain would also stabilize the constructs due to cell-cell adhesions
between host and construct cells along the entire length, although this will need to be tested directly in future studies.

Accordingly, future efforts will be aimed at developing an effective transplantation method that ensures stabilization and protection of the
astrocytic bundle during and after in vivo delivery in order to allow for neuronal migration, repair, and regeneration in the injured CNS. We have
previously demonstrated successful implantation of neuronal/axonal-based micro-TENNs, which share the encasement scheme of the astrocytic
constructs, in corticothalamic pathways, resulting in survival and structural integration with the host tissue at least until 1 month46,47. Thus, the
robustness of the cables after extraction from the micro-columns can be exploited. In this case, the agarose hydrogel would serve as the initial
culture bed to induce self-assembly and then the astrocytic cable would be removed from the encasement and directly injected into the brain
using a thin-walled needle. Astrocyte deformation due to mechanical forces during extraction from the hydrogel micro-column has not been
observed, and is not expected. Previous work studying the effects of mechanical deformation on astrocyte reactivity suggests that any resulting
deformation would not be applied rapidly enough to induce astrocytosis or process elongation62,70. To minimize the damage to brain tissue and
the possible inflammatory response, the bundles within the hydrogel could be implanted using the needle-less technology developed previously
for micro-TENNs. In this methodology, the hydrogel is coated with a thin layer of carboxymethylcellulose that allows for needle-less entry into
the brain which may diminish the disruptive and inflammatory footprint of implantation47. Afterwards, transplantation studies may be performed
to assess the ability of these scaffolds to survive, integrate with the host tissue, and promote neural migration and axon guidance. Particularly,
these constructs may be implanted with one end emanating from a neurogenic region such as the SVZ to access its pool of neural stem cells
and neuroblasts, in direct mimicry of the RMS, and the other end connected to an injury site to potentially drive neural migration and repopulate
the area in a metered fashion.

Subsequent to transplant protocol optimization, the technique can be improved in other areas. The micro-columns may be fabricated specifically
with immature astrocytes (e.g. radial glia, RMS-type cells) or mature phenotypes that are later dedifferentiated to augment the regenerative-
inducing capacity of these constructs49. In in vitro models of the glial scar, mature astrocytes have not had the capability of forming pathways for
axon outgrowth71. In contrast, immature astrocytes have been shown to promote neurite outgrowth in vitro and axonal regeneration in vivo when
transplanted concomitantly with chondroitinase ABC to address the high levels of CSPGs in the glial scar71,72. To coincide with the advent of
personalized medicine, autologous astrocytic micro-columns may be developed by seeding stem cells from sources such as induced pluripotent
stem cells (iPSCs) and human neural stem cells (hNSCs). This modification will permit these scaffolds to function as conduits for individualized
and specific pathway repair and regeneration. Furthermore, use of these cell sources may circumvent the possible immunogenic response that
astrocyte implantation could cause. Even though immunogenicity differs according to iPSC cell lines, these cells are theoretically capable of
averting or diminishing immune responses upon transplantation, as suggested by the absence of deleterious responses after iPSC-derived organ
implantation in mice73,74. Furthermore, autologous hNSCs and their astrocytic derivatives repress allogeneic immune responses75. Consequently,
fabricating these aligned astrocyte networks with autologous stem cells may be a critical future step in making this technique more readily
applicable in the clinical setting.

Apart from the application as conduits for CNS repair and regeneration, astrocytic living scaffolds may be used as in vitro test-beds, with or
without the hydrogel encasement based on the goals of a particular testing paradigm. For instance, these astrocytic constructs may be used
to investigate neurobiological phenomena such as neuron migration and neurite extension mediated by astrocytes, exploiting the controllable
properties and the 3D environment of living scaffolds as models of in vivo conditions. The protocol discussed in this manuscript detailed the
fabrication of self-assembled aligned astrocytic bundles in a collagenous matrix within a hydrogel micro-column. By recapitulating features
of brain neuroanatomy, developmental/regenerative mechanisms, and neuroblast migration pathways, these implantable astrocytic scaffolds
have the potential to offer supportive pathways for directed neural migration and axon guidance in the otherwise inhibitory environment of the
damaged CNS.
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